INTRODUCING THE GOVERNMENT & EDUCATION DATA CLOUD
AWS & Snowflake provide State of California with Insights to Combat Homelessness

Learn how AWS and Snowflake enabled California to centralize and collaborate on data from multiple sources to better track the homeless population, and to measure and analyze local and statewide efforts to address homelessness.
Booz Allen Hamilton & Snowflake securely share governed data with stakeholders

Snowflake and Booz Allen Hamilton can easily load, transform, and securely share your data with the best in-class ETL and Data Governance solutions.
Transforming university data management with Billigence, Snowflake & Collibra

A solution developed by industry experts that helps universities manage data securely, maintain privacy and accelerate insights for improved decision-making.
CARTO & Snowflake unlock powerful spatial analytics

Access geospatial analysis, visualization, and spatial app development functionalities inside the Data Cloud.
When child support programs and infrastructure run smoothly, parents and caseworkers have more time to focus on what matters most.
Cloudian HyperStore: On-Premises Data Lake for Snowflake in Regulated Environments

Modernize public sector analytics while ensuring regulatory compliance with on-premises data storage
Cognosante & Snowflake solve complex health challenges

Securely share live patient/provider trend data across organizational boundaries.
Collibra & Snowflake deliver data intelligence for all

Improve mission outcomes with data that is easy to find, understand, trust and securely access
Cybersyn & Snowflake enable data-driven economic decision-making for public sector

Cybersyn provides analytics-ready, economic data derivatives from public and proprietary datasets to drive the most informed public sector decisions.
Deloitte & Snowflake modernize apps for optimal mission outcomes

Federal, state, and local agencies can cost-effectively modernize their apps, regardless of underlying technologies.
Element Data leverages Snowflake Marketplace to provide real time public sector data

The latest health, financial, and socioeconomic datasets to enhance and enrich public sector data and analysis.
FactSet & Snowflake: Data-driven financial decision-making for public sector

Best understand global markets and regulatory and compliance with robust data, services, and apps available on Snowflake Marketplace.
GDIT and Snowflake: Migrating Petabyte Scale Data Platforms to the Cloud.

Federal agencies share live data without copying or moving it to detect healthcare fraud.
GovSpend datasets on Snowflake Marketplace deliver real-time insights

GovSpend data details purchase orders, bids, RFPs, and contact information for decision-makers.
ICF & Snowflake transform federal missions by empowering you to leverage your data as a strategic asset

Learn how ICF is powering data platform modernization with Snowflake to deliver data-driven insights across U.S. federal agencies.
Enabling public sector transparently secure data access

Learn how Immuta and Snowflake help public sector organizations easily discover, govern, and secure sensitive data.
Access, discover & catalog your Snowflake data seamlessly with Knoema DataHub.

Seek’s DataHub makes your proprietary data accessible, searchable, and actionable for non-technical business users in a Snowflake environment with no data replication required.
Merit & Snowflake put data to work to change lives

Learn how Merit and Snowflake's Data Cloud powers more impactful government programs
Morning Consult & Snowflake provide real-time insight into constituent sentiment

Learn how Morning Consult provides public sentiment data in near-real time via Snowflake Marketplace.
Plante Moran & Snowflake enable NYC Health + Hospitals to provide comprehensive care for homeless New Yorkers

Learn how Plante Moran, AWS, and Snowflake enable NYC Health + Hospitals to provide care for New Yorkers experiencing homelessness through a comprehensive data strategy.
K-12’s Platform for success powered by Snowflake

The first fully managed data as a service (DaaS) platform for K-12 brings actionable data to key stakeholders to optimize student success.
SMX & Snowflake partner to help State and local government accelerate modernization

State and local governments maximize the potential for positive mission outcomes with SMX’s secure and compliant full lifecycle adoption framework leveraging Snowflake’s Data Cloud.
S&P Global & Snowflake deliver data-driven insights to academic curriculum & research

S&P Global data via Snowflake is improving student learning in higher education institutions and powering leading faculty research.
VantagePoint and Snowflake Marketplace deliver real-time IPEDS data

Learn how VantagePoint leverages the Data Cloud to help higher education institutions track post-graduation success.
Modern analytics for public sector energy with Snowflake & Yes Energy

Yes Energy’s comprehensive warehouse of real-time and historical, analytics-ready, electric power market data is available live on Snowflake Marketplace.
NYC Health + Hospitals leverages data and analytics to provide care for New Yorkers experiencing homelessness.

Learn how Plante Moran, AWS, and Snowflake enable NYC Health + Hospitals to provide care for New Yorkers experiencing homelessness through a comprehensive data strategy.
City of Tacoma builds data analytics program for proactive citizen outreach

Their new centralized data platform on Snowflake enables city business leaders to make near real-time decision-making capabilities.
The Superior Court of California of the County of Orange maximizes operational efficiency in the data cloud.

With Snowflake as their single source of truth for case management systems, the OC Courts and staff allocates resources appropriately and reduces caseload backlog.
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